
Arcane Magic 
 

1
st
 level Sorcerer and Wizard Spells 

- Arwen’s Swift Mount 

- Flaming Hands 

- Sredair’s Puff of Smoke 

 

2
nd

 level Sorcerer and Wizard Spells 

- Bladestrike 

- Gem Imaging 

- Liquify Armor 

- Marina’s Stunning Electricity 

- Pellet Spray 

 

3
rd

 level Sorcerer and Wizard Spells 

- Arwen’s Water Horses 

- Fireballs 

- Force Blast 

- Force Burst 

- Sredair’s Billowing Bridge 

- Sredair’s Cloud of Clumsiness 

- Sredair’s Curse of the Clouds 

- Sredair’s Wind of Weakness 

- Steam Geyser 

- Swarm of Blades 
 

4
th

 level Sorcerer and Wizard Spells 

- Claws in the Clouds 

- Grasp of Oblivion 

- Marina’s Instant Escape 

- Minor Wish 

- Mistwalk 

- Nature’s Touch 

- Riven Bolt 

- Sredair’s Fatal Fumes 

- Sredair’s Mezmerizing Mists 

- Sredair’s Morbid Mists 

 

5
th

 level Sorcerer and Wizard Spells 

- Possession 

- Prismatic Lash 

- Ray of Smite 

- Sredair’s Magical Mist Mail 

 

6
th

 level Sorcerer and Wizard Spells 

- Curse of Vampiric Voltage 

- Disjoint 

- Greater Force Burst 

- Soul Reaper 

- Sredair’s Evanescence 

7
th

 level Sorcerer and Wizard Spells 

- Abram's Sacrificial Swarm 

- Celestial Shift 

- Dissolution 

- Elemental Armor 

- Maloricy’s Deadly Weapon 

- Null Resistance 

- Spell Decoy 

- Riven Chain 

- Vampiric Haste 

 

8
th

 level Sorcerer and Wizard Spells 

- Blood Scourge 

- Greater Telekinesis 

- Mass Relocation 

- Para-Elemental Strike 

- Razor Wire 

- Singularity 

 

9
th

 level Sorcerer and Wizard Spells 

- Chained Death 

- Elimination 

- Explosive Combustion 

- Guardian Force 

- Leech 

- Maloricy’s Martial Metamorphisis 

- Razor Wind 

- Supreme Eyebite 

- Temporal Transference 

- Wall of Destruction 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Abram's Sacrificial Swarm (by Dark Phoenix) 

Transmutation  

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 7 

Components: V, S   

Casting Time: 1 action 

Range: Medium[100ft. + 10ft./level] 

Target: Any creatures within range 

Duration: Instantaneous 

Saving Throw: None 

Spell Resistance: Yes 

 

Developed more as a finishing spell than a last resort, Abram's Sacrificial Swarm turns the caster into a cloud of force 

missiles.  Each missile is similar to those created by the Magic Missile spell, but only inflicts 1 point of damage with no 

saving throw allowed.  The number of missiles created is equal to the caster's number of undamaged hit points.  1d6 

hours later, at a site of the caster's choosing, he reforms, just as if he used a Teleport spell.  The reformed caster is in the 

same condition as he was when he cast the spell. 

 

Arwen's Swift Mount (by DOM) 
Transmutation 

 

Level: Drd 1, Pal 1, Sor/Wiz 1 

Components: V, S 

Casting Time: 1 action 

Range: Touch 

Target: One mount 

Duration: 10 minutes / level 

Saving Throw: None (harmless) 

Spell Resistance: Yes 

 

This spell increases the speed and maximum jumping distance of any mount (whether a normal one like a camel or 

horse, or a fantastic one like a griffin) by 50%. These benefits count as enhancement bonuses. This spell can be used for 

attack (charging mount) as well as for flight. 

 

Arwen’s Water Horses (by DOM) 
Conjuration (Summoning) [Water] 

 

Level: Drd 3, Sor/Wiz 3 

Components: V, S 

Casting Time: 1 round 

Range: Close (25 ft. + 5ft./2 levels) 

Area of effect: One wave 

Duration: 1d4+1 rounds 

Saving Throw: Reflex for half damage. 

Spell Resistance: No 

 

This spell summons a wave of elemental horses from the Plane of Water, that trample those in its path. It can be cast 

only on a large body of water such as a river or lake, sea, etc. When cast on a river it can only move forward, not 

backwards or sideways; when cast on a lake or at sea, it can move any direction the caster wishes. The wave is 10 feet 

high and its width is 5 feet/level (i.e.: one water horse per level), but cannot exceed the width of the body of water. In 

any case, it needs a full round to form, then moves forward at a speed of 240 feet (as running horses) trampling every 

creature in its path during the next 1d4 rounds.  

Each creature struck by the wave suffers 1d6 per two levels (maximum 5d6) of concussion damage, plus an additional 

1d6 per two levels (maximum 5d6) of elemental damage if especially vulnerable to water (such as fire elementals, or 

certain undead). Those struck by the wave are entitled a Reflex saving throw for half damage. If the save if failed, they 

also must make a Strength check (DC= damage suffered) or be tripped by the blast, and needing a move equivalent 

action next round to get back to their feet. 



Bladestrike (by Dark Phoenix) 

Evocation [Force] 

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 2 

Components: V, S, M, F 

Casting Time: 1 round 

Range: Touch 

Targets: Up to one/level 

Duration: 1 rounds/level or until discharged 

Saving Throw: None 

Spell Resistance: Yes 

 

When cast, the character's hand is enveloped in a hazy cloud of silver-gray smoke.  Thereafter, he may deal 1d6 damage 

per caster level [max 20d6] to any creature he makes a successful melee touch attack against as the cloud solidifies into 

a roughly blade shaped weapon of purely destructive force.  As he gains levels, the character can choose to inflict only a 

portion of the spell's full damage potential on a target [minimum 1d6].  If used in this manner, the spell ends when the 

maximum dealable damage has been discharged.  The character casting the spell takes damage himself as the energy of 

the spell suffusing his being strikes forcefully out into the target; 1d6 damage/three caster levels [max 6d6].  As it is 

weaker at lower levels, the casting character is only affected by this side effect when he gains three caster levels. 

Material Component - A drop of the caster's blood, drawn by the focus weapon to be used. 

Focus - Piercing weapon of at least masterwork quality. 
 

Blood Scourge (by Dark Phoenix) 
Transmutation 

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 8 

Components: V, S 

Casting Time: 1 action 

Range: Long [400ft. + 40ft./level] 

Area: Special [see text] 

Duration: Instantaneous 

Saving Throw: Fortitude half 

Spell Resistance: Yes 

 

This spell temporarily transforms the very blood within living creatures into a highly corrosive acid, dealing 1d8 

damage per caster level [20d8].  Surviving creatures are nauseated for 3d4 rounds as their blood returns to its normal 

state and they are racked by unimaginable pain while vomiting blood and bile.  Nauseated creatures cannot attack, cast 

spells, perform actions that require concentration checks, and so on.  Even succeeding at one's Fortitude save only 

reduces the damage and period of nausea by half.  Creatures without internal fluids or who are naturally immune to 

critical hits do not experience nausea.  Any creature killed by Blood Scourge collapses in on itself, liquefied by its own 

blood, leaving nothing behind but a putrid, steaming puddle of slime.  At optimal maximum damage, with a damage die 

of d8, the spell's area of effect is only 40ft.  If the caster chooses to reduce the damage die to d6, the area increases to 

80ft. and the induced nausea only last 2d4 rounds.  Another reduction to die of d4 again increases the area, this time to 

120ft. and further lowers the length of the subsequent nausea, this time to 1d4 rounds.  Each increase in area lowers the 

spell's DC by 2. 

 

Celestial Shift (by Dark Phoenix) 
Transmutation [Good] 

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 7 

Components: V, S, M 

Casting Time: 1 round 

Range: Personal or Touch 

Target: The character or a touched creature 

Duration: 1 hour/level or permanent [D] 

Saving Throw: Fortitude negates 

Spell Resistance: Yes 

 

As the Fiend Form spell, but the celestial form chosen comes from the summoned monster list I-VII.  Charisma, 

Intelligence, and Wisdom remain unchanged, as well as hit points, base attack bonus, and base saves.  Any special 

abilities gained by the character use his spellcasting level and save DC, unless those of the new form are higher.  If cast 

on another character, the spell behaves as Polymorph Other, but still grants the abilities as the Fiend Form Spell 

Material Component - A bone or some other body part from a celestial or half-celestial. 



Chained Death (by Dark Phoenix) 
Necromancy 

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 9 

Components: V, S, M, XP 

Casting Time: 1 round 

Range: Medium[100ft. + 10ft./level] 

Target: One sentient living creature 

Duration: Special 

Saving Throw: Fortitude negates 

Spell Resistance: Yes 

 

Casting Chained Death begins simply; a black bolt of seething energy streaks from the caster's hand and strikes a 

targeted creature.  A creature effected by Chained Death is allowed a Fortitude save to negate the effects of the spell, 

but failure means a gruesome death as little more than a puddle of slime.  If a creature fails its save, therefore 

dissolving, from its remains one round later burst two bolts of ravening energy identical to that which killed it.  These 

bolts randomly target any sentient, living creatures within 60ft.  The caster of Chained Death can not choose these 

secondary targets, though he may designate a creature for every caster level he possesses who will be immune to this 

particular casting of Chained Death.  A creature killed by one of the secondary energy bolts also spawns two identical 

bolts.  This cycle continues indefinitely, and has been known to fell entire armies if left unchecked.  If a creature is 

struck by Chained Death and makes its save, it is immune to the spell's secondary effects forevermore, requiring direct 

attack to be harmed. 

 

Material Component - 5000 gp worth of powdered black onyx  

XP - 1000 

 

Claws in the Clouds (by Modus) 

Conjuration 

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 4 

Range: Medium 

Components: V, S 

Area: One "cloud spell" already in effect 

Duration: 1 round per caster level 

Saving Throw: Fortitude Negates 

Spell Resistance: No 

 

This spell enchants an existing "fog" or "cloud" type spell, causing the mists and smoke within it come alive with 

wicked talons that try to force themselves into the lungs of creatures within the cloud (similar to the smoke claws ability 

of a belker).  Any creature that breathes that is within the cloud must make a fortitude saving throw each round.  Failure 

indicates that one of the claws has entered the creature’s lungs and begins to tear away at them.   

Creatures who fail their saves suffer a -2 penalty to attack, damage, saves, skill checks, and ability checks, cannot cast 

spells requiring verbal components and have their movement halved as long as they are suffering from the claws.  Also, 

those failing their saving throws suffer 3d6 points of damage per round. 

A successful saving throw in a round negates any penalty or damage for that round, but must be repeated each round 

spent inside the affected cloud. 

Creatures that are immune to critical hits (plants, constructs, undead, etc.) are immune to the effects of this spell. 

 

Curse of Vampiric Voltage (by Dark Phoenix) 
Transmutation 

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 6 

Components: V, S, M 

Casting Time: 1 action 

Range: Touch 

Target: One creature 

Duration: Permanent 

Saving Throw: See text 

Spell Resistance: Yes 

 

When cast, the target creature gains a permanent cannibalistic electrical charge unless it makes a successful Fortitude 

save.  Forever after, the creature inflicts 5d6 electrical damage on any creature it touches, while simultaneously taking 

3d6 damage itself unless it succeeds at a Will save each time, in which case it only inflicts 3d6 electrical damage and 

only takes 1d6 itself.  The damage done to the cursed creature is not electrical in nature, so it can not be negated by the 

various spells that protect against the elements.  If a touched creature is immune to electricity, the cursed creature takes 

no damage. 



Disjoint (by Dark Phoenix) 
Transmutation  

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 6 

Components: V, S, M 

Casting Time: 1 action 

Range: Medium[100ft. + 10ft./level] 

Target: One living creature 

Duration: Permanent 

Saving Throw: Fortitude partial 

Spell Resistance: Yes 

 

If a living creature targeted by this spell fails its Fortitude save, all of the cartilage in its body hardens into bone and all 

of its bones fuse into a single, solid bone structure.  Creatures immune to petrification and those without internal 

skeletal structures are unaffected by Disjoint.  Even if a creature makes its save, it is treated as if Slowed for 3d6 rounds.   

 

Dissolution (by Dark Phoenix) 
Transmutation  

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 7 

Components: V, S, M 

Casting Time: 1 action 

Range: Medium [100ft. + 10 ft./level] 

Area: One 10ft. cube 

Duration: Instantaneous 

Saving Throw: Fortitude partial 

Spell Resistance: Yes 

 

Dissolution fills the designated area with a bright flash of emerald-green light of marginal intensity but awesome power.  

Everything in this area is subjected to an effect identical to the one generated by the Disintegration spell, though a 

successful save only limits damage to 6d6.  

 



Elemental Armor (by Dark Phoenix) 

Abjuration 

 

Level: Clr 8, Sor/Wiz 7 

Components: V, S, F 

Casting Time: 1 round 

Range: Personal 

Duration: 1 minute/level [D] 

Saving Throw: Reflex half 

Spell Resistance: None 

 

A more powerful and versatile spell than the lower level Fire Shield, Elemental Armor gives the character a more 

varied choice in the type of energy he will be protected from, as well as a wider array of combat bonuses and protection.  

When Elemental Armor is cast, the character begins to glow slightly with an aura of power, though the light is little 

more than that produced by a candle.  Depending upon the version chosen, the color of the aura varies. 

Red - Fire.  The character takes no damage from fire based attacks.  Any creature striking the character automatically 

takes 1d6 points of fire damage, but objects such as the character's clothes are unaffected by the aura.  At any time, the 

remaining energy of the spell can be converted into a short-ranged cone effect, dealing 1d6 points of fire damage for 

every minute remaining in the spell's duration [max 15d6].  While the spell is in effect, the character's touch deals 2d6 

points of fire damage +1 for every two caster levels. 

Blue - Cold.  The character takes no damage from cold based attacks.  Any creature striking the character automatically 

takes 1d6 points of cold damage, but objects such as the character's clothes are unaffected by the aura.  At any time, the 

remaining energy of the spell can be converted into a medium-ranged fireball effect, dealing 1d6 points of cold damage 

for every minute remaining in the spell's duration [max 15d6].  While the spell is in effect, the character's touch deals 

2d6 points of cold damage +1 for every two caster levels. 

Green - Acid.  The character takes no damage from acid based attacks.  Any creature striking the character 

automatically takes 1d6 points of acid damage, but objects such as the character's clothes are unaffected by the aura. At 

any time, the remaining energy of the spell can be converted into a character centered detonation, dealing 1d6 points of 

acid damage for every minute remaining in the spell's duration [max 15d6] in a 30ft. area.  While the spell is in effect, 

the character's touch deals 2d6 points of acid damage +1 for every two caster levels. 

Yellow - Electricity.  The character takes no damage from electric based attacks.  Any creature striking the character 

automatically takes 1d6 points of electricity damage, but objects such as the character's clothes are unaffected by the 

aura.  At any time, the remaining energy of the spell can be converted into a medium-ranged lightning bolt, dealing 1d6 

points of electric damage for every minute remaining in the spell's duration [max 15d6].  While the spell is in effect, the 

character's touch deals 1d6 points of electric damage +1 for every two caster levels. 

 

Focus - A gem worth at least 1000 gp carved with a representation of the element to be used.  A different focus is 

required for each version of the spell. 

 

Elimination (by Dark Phoenix) 

Evocation/Transmutation 

 

Level: Wiz/Sor 9 

Components: V, S, F 

Casting Time: 1 action 

Range: Short [25ft. + 5ft./2 levels] 

Area: Line [5ft. by 5ft.] 

Duration: instantaneous 

Saving Throw: see text 

Spell Resistance: Yes 

 

This potent spell makes use of a variety of stacked effects, each designed to destroy anything in its path.  Any living 

being or object struck by the violet beam must make a fortitude save[uses sorcerer's transmutation DC] at -2 or be 

immediately disintegrated.  Mundane matter and magical barriers of less than ninth level get no saving throw and 

immediately cease to exist.  A successful fortitude roll limits damage done by the disintegration effect to 6d6.  The 

beam itself is composed of magical flame that deals 4d6 fire damage and allows no saving throw.  Within the flames 

stream shards and slivers of pure force.  Anyone surviving both the disintegration effect as well as the fire, must make a 

reflex save[uses caster's evocation DC] or take another 4d6 force damage.  A successful reflex save halves the damage. 

Can be used to create tunnels up to the maximum range of the spell.  Depending on the medium, stability of the new 

tunnel may not be very substantial. 

The transmutation and evocation schools of magic both must be available to the caster to employ this spell. 

 

Focus - Magical weapon with an enhancement bonus of no less than +3.  All magical properties of the weapon are 

suppressed for 24 hours thereafter and the weapon may not be used as a focus for the spell within a week of this time.  

Doing so automatically destroys the weapon and causes the spell to fail. 



Explosive Combustion (by Dark Phoenix) 

Transmutation 

 

Level: Clr 9, Sor/Wiz 9 

Components: V, S, M 

Casting Time: 1 action 

Range: Long [400ft. + 40ft./level] 

Area: special 

Duration: special 

Saving Throw: Fortitude 

Spell Resistance: Yes 

 

The character chooses a nearby living creature and alters it to have one of the following effects if it fails a Fortitude 

save, in which case it dies. 

 

- Instant, target explodes, dealing 1d6[max10d6] fire damage and 1d6 [max10d6] impact damage per two levels 

of the caster in a 30ft spherical area, reflex save for half 

- Delayed, two rounds after casting, the target grows uncomfortably warm and begins glowing as a candle, any 

time up to 1 round/caster level later, the character can will the target to explode, dealing 1d6 [max5d6] fire 

damage and 1d6[max5d6] impact damage for every four levels of the caster in a 30ft spherical area, no save 

- Instant, target explodes, dealing 1d6[max5d6] fire damage and 1d6 [max5d6] impact damage per four levels of 

the caster in a 60ft spherical area, reflex save for half 

 

Material Component - A living creature. 

 

Fireballs (by Hogan) 

Evocation [Fire] 

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 3 

Components: V, S 

Casting Time: 1 action 

Range: Close (25 ft.) 

Target: One mammal of male persuasion 

Duration: Instantaneous 

Saving Throw: Reflex negates 

Spell Resistance: Yes 

 

This arcane spell, developed by a Sorceress not so long ago, will fire a small flaming missile towards the target’s groin 

with such precision that only a saving throw will allow him to avoid the missile. 

Failure to avoid the missile causes the targets balls to momentary catch fire, causing 1d4 +1/2 lv. of damage and forcing 

him to stagger for the next two rounds. 

Furthermore, the pain caused from the burns causes a temporary 1d3 Dex and 1d4 Con loss for the next 1d6 hours. 

The flames might cause incendiary damage to clothing in the groin-area. 

 

Flaming Hands (by Grizly) 

Evocation [fire] 

 
Level: Fire 1, Sor/Wiz 1 

Components: V, S 

Casting Time: 1 full round action 

Range: Touch 

Target: Character or creature touched 

Duration: 2 rounds per caster level 

Saving Trow: Will negates 

Spell Resisteance: Yes 

 

When the spell is cast the target’s hands start burning with a red flame. The affected person is able to gain an extra +1d4 

in fire damage per caster level (max 5d4) to all unarmed attacks maked with her hands. She can also use the effect for 

other things like lighting a torch or a fire, though she has to be careful with the movements, cause anything she touches 

that’s flammable will start to burn. 

The affected person cannot feel the flame as anything but a tickle in her hands. 

 

 



Force Blast (by Dark Phoenix) 
Evocation [Force]  

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 3 

Components: V, S 

Casting Time: 1 action 

Range: Long[400ft. + 40ft./level] 

Area: 10ft. sphere 

Duration: Instantaneous 

Saving Throw: Reflex half 

Spell Resistance: Yes 

 

With a word and a gesture, the caster of this spell causes an eruption of force centered on a designated point in space.  

Everything within this area takes 5d4 + 2 points of damage per caster level [maximum +20].  Creatures must make a 

strength check [DC = 10 + 1/2 caster level + Int or Cha mod, whichever applies] or be knocked prone.  Unattended 

matter weighing 25 pounds per caster level is expelled from the area of effect. 

 

Force Burst (by Dark Phoenix) 
Evocation [Force]  

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 3 

Components: V 

Casting Time: 1 action 

Range: Personal 

Area: 5ft. radius burst centered on the caster 

Duration: Instantaneous 

Saving Throw: See text 

Spell Resistance: Yes 

 

A grappled spellcaster can rapidly become a dead spellcaster, since his main defense, the ability to cast spells, is greatly 

impeded by such close quarters combat.  Force burst is a spell specially tailored for any spell caster who fears such an 

occurrence.  When Force Burst is cast, an explosive sphere of force radiates from the caster, smashing into anything 

within the 10ft. area of effect.  Everything within the burst takes 5d4 + 2 points of force damage per level [maximum 

+20]. Creatures must make a strength check [DC = 10 + 1/2 caster level + Int or Cha mod, whichever applies] or be 

thrown clear of the burst.  Unattended matter weighing 50 pounds per caster level is also expelled from the area of 

effect. 

 

Gem Imaging (by Dark Phoenix) 

Transmutation 

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 2 

Components: V, S, F 

Casting Time: 1 round 

Range: Touch 

Area: 20ft. sphere centered on focus gem 

Duration: Permanent until discharged 

Saving Throw: None 

Spell Resistance: No 

 

By means of this spell, the character alters the focus gem, giving it the capability to absorb ambient light, thereby 

recording events that occur in the area of the spell.  Once the spell is cast on a gem, it may be placed wherever the 

character chooses and can remain dormant until the character activates it, an act of will, so long as he is on the same 

plane as the gem.  When activated, the gem begins recording and continues to do so until it reaches the storage capacity 

determined by its value.  Only the character who cast the spell may release the stored recording.  To do so, he must hold 

it in the palm of his hand and determine the size of playback he wishes the gem to effect.  It may be so small that the 

image can only be viewed by holding the gem to the character's eye, but most often the recording is made larger, up to 

the actual size of the area recorded.  Actual playback appears as a three dimensional moving image similar to a 

complicated illusion spell. 

Full playback erases the image from the gem and it may once again be used as a focus for the spell. 

 

Focus - Any gem of at least 100gp value may be used, so long as it is at least semi-transparant.  Beginning at 100gp for 

a single minute of recording, every additional 100gp increase in value adds another minute to the overall recording 

time. 

 



Grasp of Oblivion (by Dark Phoenix) 
Transmutation  

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 4 

Components: V, S, M 

Casting Time: 1 action 

Range: Touch 

Target: One creature or object/four levels 

Duration: 1 round/two levels 

Saving Throw: Fortitude  

Spell Resistance: Yes  

 

The caster of this spell gains an eerie green glow around his right or left hand.  For the duration of the spell, he may 

touch a creature of no larger than Huge size, or an object weighing no more than 25 pounds per caster level and 

disintegrate it.  Unattended, non-magical objects get no save against the disintegration.  Magical barriers of 5
th

 level or 

higher block this effect, but those of 4
th

 or lower can be destroyed with this spell.  A successful save negates the  

disintegration and makes the target immune to further attempts at disintegration by this particular casting of Grasp of 

Oblivion. 

 

Greater Force Burst (by Dark Phoenix) 

Evocation [Force]  

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 6 

Components: V 

Casting Time: 1 action 

Range: Personal 

Area: 10ft. radius burst centered on the caster 

Duration: Instantaneous 

Saving Throw: See text 

Spell Resistance: Yes 

 

As Force Burst, but with the following exceptions; damage inflicted within the area rises to 5d8 + 2 points of force 

damage per level [maximum +30].  Unattended matter weighing 50 pounds per caster level is expelled from the area of 

effect. 

 

Greater Telekinesis (by Dark Phoenix) 
Transmutation 

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 8 

Components: V, S 

Casting Time: 1 action 

Range: Long [400 ft. + 40 ft./level] 

Target or Targets: See text 

Duration: Concentration [up to 1 rounds/level] or instantaneous [see text] 

Saving Throw: Will negates [object][see text] 

Spell Resistance: Yes [object] [see text] 

 

As Telekinesis, but with the following exceptions. 

Sustained Force - A sustained force moves a creature or object weighing up to 100 pounds per caster level up to 60 feet 

per round. A creature can negate the effect against itself or against an object it possesses with a successful Will save or 

with SR.  This version of the spell lasts up to 1 round per caster level, but it ends if the character ceases concentration.  

Violent Thrust - Alternatively, the spell energy can be expended in a single round. The character can hurl one or more 

objects or creatures who are within range and all within 30 feet of each other toward any target within 30 feet/level of 

all the objects. The character can hurl up to a total weight of 100 pounds per caster level. 

 



Guardian Force (by Dark Phoenix) 
Abjuration 

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 9 

Components: V, S, F 

Casting Time: 1 minute 

Range: Personal 

Effect: Protective abjuration against magic 

Duration: One hour/level 

 

When a character casts Guardian Force, he chooses a number of memorized spells or unused spell slots that are 

sacrificed to generate a powerful protective abjuration.  He may burn one spell of any level for every three caster levels 

he possesses.  The combined levels of these spells become a surplus of energy capable of negating a like number of 

spell levels, though only spells equal to or lower in level than the highest burned in the casting of the spell may be 

negated.  For example, the 18
th

 level wizard Xun casts Guardian Force, then burns three 6
th

 levels spells, a 7
th

 level on, 

and two of 8
th

 level.  41 spell levels would then empower the Guardian Force.  For the duration of the spell, Xun's 

abjuration can negate a like number of spell levels, but spells of 9
th

 level or higher would bypass the protection of the 

spell. 

The character may choose to allow some harmful spells to bypass the Guardian Force.  Most often this only occurs 

when other abjurations protect from such spells.  Spells that would take the character by surprise do not allow him to 

choose whether or not they bypass the abjuration, they are automatically negated. 

If an opponent's caster level is higher than that of a character protected by Guardian Force, however many more levels 

the opponent possesses are also subtracted from the abjuration's protective potential when a spell is targeted against it.  

For example, Berilar, Xun's hated brother and a 22
nd

 level wizard, attempts to disintegrate his less powerful brother.  

Instead of draining only six levels from the Guardian Force, it would drain ten since Berilar is four levels higher than 

Xun. 

Guardian Force cannot be dispelled, not even by a spell as powerful as Mordenkainen's Disjunction.  Entering an anti-

magic field suppresses the spell and halves its duration, but once the warded character leaves the field, the Guardian 

Force resumes activity. 

The eyes of a character warded by a Guardian Force spell glow brightly blue, almost seeming to throw off sparks of raw 

magical energy, and their voices gain an unearthly echo.  Neither of these effects can be negated or bypassed and 

remain active as long as the spell does. 

Focus - A gem worth at least 1000 gp per ten spell levels to be sacrificed.  If a character burns more spells than the 

focus can tolerate, the spell fails and the focus is disintegrated.  The focus gem must remain on the caster's person or the 

spell ends. 

 

Leech (by Dark Phoenix) 
Necromancy 

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 9 

Components: V, S 

Casting Time: 1 action 

Range: Short [25ft. + 5ft./2 levels] 

Target: One sentient living creature 

Duration: 1 round/level 

Saving Throw: Fortitude negates [see text] 

Spell Resistance: Yes 

 

When a creature casts this spell, its target is enveloped in a sickly grey aura.  If the victim fails a Fortitude save, it loses 

1 point from one of its ability scores.  The power gained by the caster of the spell is translated to spell energy equivalent 

to 2 spell levels.  Each round thereafter, for the duration of the spell, the affected creature must make another Fortitude 

save or lose a point from an ability score.  If a creature makes its Fortitude sometime after failing the initial one, the 

spell does not end, there is simply no ability drain for that round.  The caster of the spell may alternate which ability is 

drained as a free action each round. 

If an ability score is drained to 1, the spell automatically ends.  Only powerful spells such as Heal, Limited Wish, Wish, 

Miracle and Mord's Disjunction are able to prematurely end the Leech spell. 

If targeted against a Wizard, and the caster chooses to drain his intelligence, each point imparts 3 spell levels to the 

caster instead of two.  This effect holds true for any spellcaster and his primary spellcasting ability. 

Spell levels gained may only be used to restore spent spells or spell slots.  

A caster may not gain spell levels above what he may normally cast. 

 



Liquify Armor (by Hogan with thanks to Robin Pierce) 

Transmutation  

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 2 

Components: V, S, M 

Casting Time: 1 action 

Range: Close [25ft. + 5ft./level] 

Target: One armor 

Duration: Instantaneous 

Saving Throw: Object 

Spell Resistance: None 

 

Liquify Armor is designed to target any armor of metal, usually worn by an opponent.  

The armor is allowed a saving throw with every permanent effect it has been enchanted with, giving it a +1 saving 

throw bonus. Should the armor fail the saving throw, all pieces that make up the armor will simply liquify and quickly 

run down its wearer to collect in a puddle at his feet where it, at the end of the turn, will reinstate itself into the original 

shape(s). 

If however, the spell is cast on a piece of submerged armor, there’s a 20% chance that the liquified armor will dissipate 

in the surrounding waters before it can reinstate itself. This will cause it to materialize in broken pieces, ruining it 

completely. 

The spells inventor, the Sorcerer Selene, is quoted for desribing the spell’s effectiveness like this: 

“This is actually a multipurpose spell. Its primary function is off course to pull away your opponents defenses, leaving 

him open for your fighters. Yet it’s also a quite effective way to humiliate those good-for-nothing Paladins, and should 

you finally get your knight in shining armor into your bedroom, there’s no wasting of time getting him out of it!”. 

The material component is a steel coin. 

 

Maloricy's Deadly Weapon (by Dark Phoenix) 

Transmutation 

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 7 

Components: V, S, F 

Casting Time: 1 action 

Range: Personal 

Target: Focus Weapon 

Duration: 1 minute/level [D] 

Saving Throw: Will [object] 

Spell Resistance: No 

 

The character enables a weapon to inflict great damage upon its victims.  Depending on the character's spell casting 

level, the spell's effects vary.  Proficiency for the specific weapon is granted for the spell's duration, but not for other 

weapons of the same type.  If the weapon leaves the character's possession for more than 2 rounds, it loses all bonuses 

and reverts to its previous properties.  All simple and martial weapons can be used for this spell.  Any magical 

properties possessed by a weapon used for this spell are temporarily suppressed for the duration of this spell.  If cast on 

an intelligent weapon, not only are its special properties suppressed, its sentience is destroyed.  When the spell ends, an 

intelligent weapon regains its enhancement bonus, but loses all abilities related to its former sentience. 

The bonuses can be distributed as the character sees fit, but cannot violate the rules for magical weapons set forth in the 

PHB. 

 

Caster Level 

 13-14 +4 

 15-16 +6 

 17-18 +8 

 19-20 +10 

 21-22 +11 

 23-24 +12 

 25-26 +13 

 27-28 +14 

 29-30 +15 

 31-32 +16 

 33-34 +17 

 35-36 +18 

 37-38 +19 

 39-40 +20 

Focus - The weapon to be altered.   

 



Maloricy's Martial Metamorphisis (by Dark Phoenix) 

Transmutation 

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 9 

Components: V, S 

Casting Time: 1 action 

Area: Personal 

Duration: 1 round/level 

Saving Throw: None 

Spell Resistance: No 

 

As Tenser's Transformation, but with the following changes: 1d12 temporary hit points per level, +8 natural armor 

bonus to AC, +2d6 Strength enhancement bonus, +2d6 Dexterity enhancement bonus, +2d6 Constitution enhancement 

bonus, and +1 base attack bonus per level.  Once the metamorphisis runs its course, the caster is exhausted.  In addition 

to the physical penalties associated with exhaustion, the caster must make a concentration check [DC 20 + spell level] 

to cast a spell.  If the check fails, the spell fizzles and the caster's exhaustion is extended by as many minutes as the spell 

has levels. 

 

Marina's Instant Escape (by DOM) 
Transmutation [Teleportation] 

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 4 

Components: V, S, M 

Casting Time: 1 action 

Range: 10 feet 

Effect: A dimensional portal 

Duration: 1d4 rounds 

Saving Throw: None 

Spell Resistance: No 

 

When this spell is cast, the fabric of time and space is suddenly torn, and a "wormhole" tunnel appears within 10 feet of 

the caster. This tunnel instantly leads to a random location within 200 yards of its entrance; the caster has no control 

over where this inter-dimensional tunnel leads, but it normally exits in the open, not into another building or cavern. It 

otherwise remains open for 1d4 rounds, and is one way only. Anybody may walk into it, so enemies could follow the 

caster through. 

Arcane Material Components: The material component of this spell is a pinch of diamond dust worth 10 gp. 

 

Marina’s Stunning Electricity (by DOM) 

Evocation [Electricity] 

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 2 

Components: V, S, M 

Casting Time: 1 action 

Range: Close (25 ft. + 5ft./2 levels) 

Targets: One creature/level, no two of which can be more than 30 ft. apart. 

Duration: Instantaneous 

Saving Throw: Fort negates 

Spell Resistance: Yes 

 

Targets struck by this spell are blasted by a ball of lightning which impact throw them to the ground, and keep them 

stunned within crackling electricity for 1d4+1 rounds. During this time, the spell's victims are prone and unable to 

perform any action but resisting attacks on a passive mode (they are considered flat footed, but not defenseless as if 

immobilized by a Hold Person spell). Creatures immune to electricity are also immune to this spell. It can only affect 

creatures of medium size or smaller; creatures of large size are only hindered (for 1d4+1 rounds), just suffering a –1 

penalty to their rolls, and creatures of greater sizes are unaffected. 

Arcane Material Components: The material component of this spell is a pinch of diamond dust worth 10 gp. 

 



Mass Relocation (by Dark Phoenix) 
Transmutation 

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 8 

Components: V, S 

Casting Time: 1 action 

Range: Medium [100 ft. + 10 ft./level] 

Area: 20ft. sphere 

Duration: Instantaneous 

Saving Throw: Will negates 

Spell Resistance: Yes 

 

As the Teleport spell, but with the following exceptions.  100 pounds per caster level may be Teleported.  Unattended 

non-magical objects get no save against the transport.  Only targets designated by the caster of the spell are Teleported.  

The destination of the teleport is determined during the casting of the spell and obeys the same miss rules as a standard 

Teleport. 

 

Minor Wish (by Dark Phoenix) 

Universal 

 

Level: Wiz/Sor 4 

Components: V, XP 

Casting Time: 1 action 

 

Allows the character to duplicate the effects of low level spells. 

- duplicate any sor/wiz spell of 3
rd

 level or lower, provided the spell is not from a school prohibited to the 

character.  

- duplicate any other spell of 2
nd

 level or lower, provided the spell is not from a school prohibited to the 

character.  

- duplicate any wiz/sor spell of 1
st
 level or lower even if it’s from a prohibited school.  

 

Spells with a material component with a value higher than 1gp cannot be cast, nor can those with XP components. 

XP – 100 

 

Mistwalk (by Modus) 

Transmutation 

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 4, Druid 3 

Components: V, S  

Casting Time: 1 action 

Range: Personal, special 

Duration: 10 minutes per caster level 

Saving Throw: None 

Spell Resistance: No 

 

This spell allows the character to stride through smoke and mists like a phantom.  As long as you are surrounded my 

smoke or mists you may move up to 100 feet as a move equivelant action to any point that is likewise shrouded in 

smoke or mists.  This movement is instantaneous, much like teleportation, and does not provoke attacks of opportunity 

like normal movement does.  There may be non-misty space in between, as long as the final destination is covered in 

smoke or mists. 

While this spell is in effect, you can instantly tell what areas within 100 feet of you are valid destinations, even if you 

cannot see them through the mists. This "sense" does not reveal any creatures that might be lurking nearby in the mists, 

however.  You must rely on other means to see though the mists. 

 



Nature's Touch (by Dark Phoenix) 

Transmutation 

 

Level: Drd 3, Sor/Wiz 4 

Components: V, S, M 

Casting Time: 1 minute 

Range: Personal 

Duration: 1 hour/level [D] 

Saving Throw: none 

Spell Resistance: no 

 

If cast before a character changes form, he gains the ability to the substitute verbal and somatic gestures from any spells 

he may cast with their natural equivalent.  Regardless of the form chosen, spells requiring material components, focus 

objects, or xp cannot be cast.  To make use of the spell's benefits, a new form must have a mouth capable of producing 

sound and some form of hands, be they paws or tentacles.  

 

Material Component - A bit of bone or some other remnant of the new form to be assumed. 

 

Null Resistance  (by Dark Phoenix) 

Transmutation 

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 7 

Components: V, S, F, XP 

Casting Time: 1 action 

Range: Medium [100ft. + 10ft./level] 

Target: One creature 

Duration: 1 round/level 

Saving Throw: Fortitude negates 

Spell Resistance: No 

 

By disrupting its magic, the character is able to halve the targetted creature's spell resistance. 

 

XP - 250 

Focus - A hollow needle made of gold 

 



Para-Elemental Strike (by Modus) 

Conjuration [acid, fire, or cold] 

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 8 

Casting Time: 1 action 

Components: V, S, M 

Range: Special 

Duration: Instantaneous, with lingering effects 

Area of Effect: varies 

Saving Throw: reflex halves damage, special vs. lingering effects 

Spell Resistance: Yes, but lingering effects may still effect. 

 

This spell opens a small gateway to one of the para-elemental planes, the points where two of the four primary 

elemental planes touch.  This brings forth potent destructive force and can have other detrimental effects on those 

within the spells area as well, depending on the nature of the force conjured.  Initial damage is 15d6, with a reflex save 

halving this initial damage.  The spell has four applications: 

 

1) Magma:  A 5ft wide stream of magma extends from the caster's hand out to 120 ft.  The magma burns super-hot, 

inflicting fire damage on those within the area of effect.  One the round after the initial attack, the magma burns for half 

the original damage suffered before cooling and flaking off.  No additional saving throw is granted vs this effect, but 

the damage is half that of whatever was actually inflicted.  If spell resistance was not initially penetrated no further 

damage is inflicted on that creature. 

 

2) Smoke: a cloud of thick, choking smoke, (similar in dimensions to the spell 'fog cloud') erupts from a point in space 

(medium spell range), inflicting burning damage initially on those within the area of effect.  Those within the area of 

effect must also make a fortitude save ((at the spell's normal DC)) each round they are within the cloud or spend that 

round choking and coughing. A character who chokes for 2 consecutive rounds takes 1d6 points of none-lethal damage.  

(this supercedes the normal saving throw against smoke inhalation, since this is pure smoke from a para-elemental 

plane).  The smoke also obscures vision (as per 'fog cloud').  The cloud remains for 1 round per caster level. 

 

3) Ice: a 5 ft wide line of super-sharp ice shards and absolute cold extends from the caster's hand out to 120 ft.  This 

inflicts cold damage on those within the area of effect.  Additionally, those caught within the area of effect must make a 

fortitude saving throw against the spell's DC or find themselves slowed by the numbing cold.  Those failing the 

fortitude save are effected as per the spell 'slow' for one round per 2 caster levels.  

 

4) Ooze: a 50 foot cone of acidic goo sprays forth from the caster's outstretched hand.  All those within the area of 

effect must save or suffer acid damage initially.  In addition to any potential harm inflicted by rolling a natural 1 on the 

initial saving throw, the acidic goo affects one random object possessed by a character in the area of effect. 

Determine which four objects carried or worn by the creature are most likely to be affected and roll randomly among 

them. The randomly determined item must make a saving throw against the spell and takes whatever damage the spell 

originally rolled.  If the item affected is not magical, it does not get a saving throw. It simply is dealt the appropriate 

damage. 

 

Table: Items Affected by Magical Attacks 

Order Item 

1
st 

 Shield 

2
nd

  Armor 

3
rd 

Magic helmet, hat, or headband 

4
th

  Item in hand (including weapon, wand, or the like) 

5
th

  Magic cloak 

6
th

  Stowed or sheathed weapon 

7
th

  Magic bracers 

8
th

  Magic clothing 

9
th

  Magic jewelry (including rings) 

10
th

  Anything else 

In order of most likely to least likely to be affected. 

 

Material Components: a pinch of soot, a small piece of volcanic rock, a quartz crystal, or a vial of acid, and some silver 

dust (100gp value) 



Pellet Spray (by Dark Phoenix) 
Evocation [Force] 

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 2 

Components: S, M 

Casting Time: 1 action 

Range: Medium [100 ft. + 10 ft./level] 

Targets: Up to one creature per pellet, no two of which may be more than 30ft. apart 

Duration: Instantaneous 

Saving Throw: None 

Spell Resistance: Yes 

 

With a simple gesture, the caster of this spell creates a number of miniscule pellets of force.  Each pellet inflicts one 

point of damage on its designated target with no saving throw allowed.  For every caster level of the character, he may 

create two additional pellets.  Of low level, and not particularly damaging, Pellet Spray is a reliable spell that will 

always do damage except to the few rare foes with spell resistance.  

 

Possession (by Dark Phoenix) 
Enchantment [Mind-affecting] 

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 5 

Components: V, S 

Casting Time: 1 action 

Range: Medium [100 ft. + 10 ft./level] 

Targets: One creature 

Duration: 1 day/level 

Saving Throw: None 

Spell Resistance: Yes 

 

Any creature with an Intelligence score greater than three targeted by this spell is possessed unless it has sufficient Spell 

Resistance to shrug off the spell.  Possessed creatures act normally and do not know they are Possessed, but they make 

all saves, attacks, and checks with a -2 morale penalty due to their condition.  While the Possession is in effect, a one-

way telepathic bond is formed between the victim and the caster of the spell.  At will, the caster can substitute any of his 

senses for those of the possessed creature.  Therefore, he could see what it sees, hear what it hears, and feel what it feels 

all at the same time, but he would in effect be completely unaware of his own surroundings.  A Possessed creature 

keeps its alignment, but to all forms of divination appears to be of the same alignment as the caster of the spell.  

Magical effects dependent on alignment affect the possessed creature if the spellcaster would be affected unless the 

creature succeeds at a Will save. 

 

Prismatic Lash (by Dark Phoenix) 
Evocation 

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 5 

Components: V, S, F 

Casting Time: 1 action 

Effect: Whip of prismatic energy 

Duration: One round/level 

Saving Throw: See text 

Spell Resistance: Yes 

 

In the caster's hand appears a whip of prismatic energy.  The caster gains proficiency with the whip for the duration of 

the spell.  If struck, a target suffers the effects of one of the beams of the Prismatic Spray spell [roll randomly, reroll 

8s].  If the whip leaves the caster's hand, the spell ends prematurely.  Once each prismatic effect has been used one time, 

the spell ends. 

Focus - A whip. 

 



Ray of Smite (by Maverick) 
Necromancy 

 
Level:  Sor/Wiz 5 

Components:  S, V 

Casting Time: 1 action 

Range:  Short (25 ft. +5 ft/level) 

Effect: A black and dark purple ray of evil projects from the caster’s hand toward an enemy. 

Duration:  Instantaneous 

Area:  Any living humanoid or creature 

Saving throw:  Fortitude Negates 

Spell Resistance:  Yes 

 

The caster raises his hand toward the chest of the victim, he then summons evil power from an extra-dimensional plane 

into his hand in the form of a black and dark purple ball of power; he then says “In the name of (evil god’s name here), 

spread the blood of innocence,” the power then pours forth from the caster’s hand into the chest of the victim and then 

begins to wrap, strangle and squeeze the victim’s heart causing serious pain and resulting in the drop of HP to –8 

instantly and the end of the round –9 Hp. If someone instantly makes a successful heal check (DC 15) the target is 

stabilized, or if in any other way the victim regains health.  If no health is gained in this time, the victim’s heart then 

bursts resulting in blood dispelling from the mouth, nose, and causing death (-10 HP). However if the spell is in fact 

resisted, this victim is not subject to the spell ever again.  

The heart must be fresh, if not the spell won’t work at all (The only way the spell won’t work is if the heart is in poor 

condition, i.e. dried and wrinkled, etc.). It is highly suggested that the heart be in formaldehyde which is in a jar or 

container, or have a preserve organ (Book of Vial Darkness) spell cast on it etc., or in any way possible. 

 

Spell Focus: A heart from any previously living humanoid or creature. 

 

Razor Wind (by Dark Phoenix) 
Evocation 

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 9 

Components: V, S, M 

Casting Time: 1 action 

Range: Long [400ft. + 40ft./level] 

Effect: One 20ft. wide, 40ft. high cylinder 

Duration: One round/three levels 

Saving Throw: Reflex half 

Spell Resistance: Yes 

 

A creature casting this spell creates a raging column of razor-like slivers of force so intensely sharp and deadly that they 

are easily capable of powdering stone or shredding armor.  Razor Wind inflicts 1d8 damage per caster level [maximum 

25d8] on all creatures and objects within the area of effect. 

As a standard action each round, the caster may move the cylinder created by Razor Wind up to 60ft. so long as it 

remains within range.  Attempting to move the cylinder out of range ends the spell.  A creature is immune to its own 

Razor Wind. 

 

Material Component - A handful of tiny glass beads intermixed with a 1000 gp worth of powdered diamond. 

 



Razor Wire (by Dark Phoenix) 
Transmutation 

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 8 

Components: V, S, M 

Casting Time: 1 minute 

Range: 10 feet of wire/level 

Duration: 1 day/3 levels [D] 

Saving Throw: reflex partial 

Spell Resistance: no 

 

When cast, this spell specially enchants a silver coin of common appearance and size.  The character may use the coin 

until the full amount of wire is created or the spell duration ends.  To use the coin, the character must touch it to a solid 

surface as a standard action and will it to make a connection.  Once connected, the coin is drawn back and connected to 

another solid surface.  Between the two areas appears an invisible filament of incredibly thin material.  The filament 

ignores all unliving matter, passing through it harmlessly, but contact with living flesh automatically hits, doing a 

minimum of 3d8 damage.  After initial damage, a creature must make a reflex save.  If the creature fails the save, every 

point that it failed the save by is another d8 added to its final damage.  Any wire created by the coin remains until the 

spell's duration ends.  The See Invisibility spell gives a creature a chance to spot the filament if he succeeds at a Spot 

check with a DC of 10 + plus the caster level of the character who created the filament.  True Seeing automatically 

allows the filament to be seen.  The wire takes no damage from any type of attack, magical or otherwise, but can be 

destroyed by a successful disintegration, mord's disjunction, or targeted dispel.  Destruction of the surfaces the filament 

is connected to destroy the filament also.  Ethereal and incorporeal creatures take the initial damage, but do not make a 

reflex save and take no further damage. 

Alternately, if the character chooses, he may cause the coin, if unused, to detonate, releasing its charge in a massive 

web-like burst that expands 2 feet per caster level.  The thicker filaments created in this manner are visible to the naked 

eye and cause no damage, but harden immediately after detonation, trapping any creature caught in the effect as if 

targeted by a Hold Monster spell.  The web lasts for one minute per caster level before disintegrating into dust.  It is 

impervious to damage but can be dispelled, disjoined, or disintegrated like the damaging version of the spell. 

 

Material Component - 1 sp. 

 

Riven Bolt (by Dark Phoenix) 

Evocation [Electricity] 

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 4 

Components: V, S 

Casting Time: 1 action 

Range: Medium [100 ft. + 10 ft./level] 

Target: One creature or object 

Duration: see text 

Saving Throw: Will partial 

Spell Resistance: Yes 

 

Appearing as a rather thin bolt of lightning, a Riven Bolt is quite a bit more.  The caster of the bolt must first make a 

ranged touch attack to determine whether or not he hit his target.  If successful, the target is struck and takes damage 

just as if hit by a standard lightning bolt [1d6/level, max 10d6] and is paralyzed for 1 round.  However, the spell does 

not end with a successful strike.  It continues to pour deadly electricity into its target.  Each round the caster may choose 

to burn another 4
th

 level or higher spell slot and continue powering the spell.  If the caster chooses this option, he does 

not need to make another ranged touch attack.  Instead, the target must make a Will save to negate the paralyzation.  If 

the save is failed, the target is unable to get clear and is once again subjected to the Riven Bolt.  Each round a target is 

allowed a new Will save to overcome the paralysis and avoid the next charge. 

Anyone physically attempting to remove the target of a Riven Bolt from the beam of electricity is caught up in the 

effects of the bolt, also, and must make a Will save or become another victim. 

 

 



Riven Chain (by Dark Phoenix) 

Evocation [Electricity] 

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 7 

Components: V, S 

Casting Time: 1 action 

Range: Long [400 ft. + 40 ft./level] 

Target: One primary target plus one secondary target/level[each must be within 30 ft. of the primary target] 

Duration: see text 

Saving Throw: Will partial 

Spell Resistance: Yes 

 

As Riven Bolt, but after striking the target creature, one bolt/level arcs to other targets.  Secondary targets are allowed a 

Reflex save to avoid the bolt.  Maximum damage increases to 20d6, though secondary targets only take half damage.  

Maintaining the chain for more than 1 round requires a spell of 7
th

 level or higher per round to extend the spell 

 

Singularity (by Dark Phoenix) 

Transmutation 

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 8 

Components: V, S 

Casting Time: 1 action 

Range: Long [400ft. + 40ft./level] 

Area: 30ft. spherical area 

Duration: Instantaneous 

Saving Throw: Reflex 

Spell Resistance: None 

 

By targeting a specific point in space, the caster causes it to instantly collapse inward, creating an immense gravitational 

pull.  This zone of effected space appears pitch black for the single instant that the spell is in effect, then light returns 

with a thunderous roar as air is drawn into the new vacuum created by the spell.  Any creature within ten feet of the 

singularity's edge of effect weighing less than 100 pounds must make a Strength check against a score of 25 or be 

knocked prone by the implosive vacuum.  Unattended objects get no such save.  All matter within the spell's area of 

effect is drawn to this point and destroyed as it is compressed beyond reason.  Creatures are allowed a Reflex save to 

avoid destruction, but it is taken with a penalty.  Fine sized creatures experience a -10 save penalty.  The penalty 

decreases by +2 each increase in size, eventually becoming a bonus at Huge size. Creatures with the evasion class 

ability are treated as one size larger for purposes of saving against this spell, and those with the improved evasion class 

feature are treated as two sizes larger.  All destroyed matter can be found in the form of a tiny bead of unimaginable 

density, which weighs as much as all that went into its creation.  Only 9
th

 level barrier spells may protect a creature 

from the terrible destructive force of the Singularity, but any such barriers are destroyed by the Singularity. 

 

Soul Reaper (by Dark Phoenix) 
Necromancy 

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 6 

Components: V, S, M 

Casting Time: 1 action 

Effect: Negative energy weapon 

Duration: One round/level 

Saving Throw: Fortitude partial 

Spell Resistance: Yes 

 

Casting Soul Reaper forms negative energy into a scythe of necromantic power.  If the scythe leaves the caster's hand, it 

fades from existence, but so long as he grasps it, the caster gains proficiency with it.  A successful strike from the Soul 

Reaper deals damage as a +3 keen vampiric scythe and inflicts one negative level on the victim.  A Fortitude save 

negates the scythe's vampiric properties. 

 

Material Component - A pinch of dust taken from the remains of an animated skeleton and a drop of the caster's blood. 

 



Spell Decoy (by Dark Phoenix) 
Abjuration 

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 7 

Components: V, S, M 

Casting Time: 1 action 

Range: Personal or touch 

Targets: Single spell 

Duration: 1 round/level [D] 

Saving Throw: None 

Spell Resistance: No 

 

The character creates a fist-sized shimmering sphere of green light.  For the duration of the spell, the sphere orbits 1d3 

feet from the character's head, providing a buffer against a single spell.  Any spell up to 9
th

 level specifically targeted on 

the character may be absorbed by the sphere, then held for a minute or less.  At the character's choosing, the absorbed 

spell may be redirected at another creature as a free action.  Area effect spells cannot be effected in this way, though the 

sphere will negate the damage caused by the spell, thereby destroying the sphere. 

If the spell is cast on another being, that creature has full control over the sphere and its properties as would the 

character who cast the spell. 

 

Material Component - A gemstone worth at least 50 gp. 

 

Sredair's Billowing Bridge (by Modus) 

Conjuration (Creation) 

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 3 

Components: V, S, M 

Casting Time: 1 action 

Range: Close 

Area of Effect: A bridge of mist (see spell description for dimensions) 

Duration: 1 minute per caster level  (d) 

Saving Throw: None 

Spell Resistance: No 

 

This incantation causes mists to coalesce in an area designated by the caster, creating a solid bridge made of fog.  The 

bridge is 10 ft wide, and may span an area up to 20 ft long, plus 10 ft per caster level (thus a 5
th

 level caster can create a 

bridge 70 ft long, while a 10
th

 level caster can create a bridge up to 120ft long). 

The bridge must start and end at a solid surface, and may not angle up or down more than 45 degrees. The bridge is 

sturdy and can support any number of creatures or objects as long as the total weigh exerted on the bridge does not 

exceed 10,000 pounds.   It does not have any handrails, however. The bridge can be dissipated at will by the caster.  

Optionally the caster may cause the bridge to dissipate as he crosses it, thus preventing anyone from following him/her.   

The bridge is immune to normal or magical winds, and normal attacks, but it can be burned away by magical fire.  Any 

fire spell, which inflicts more than 20 points of damage on the bridge causes the bridge to lose its integrity and 

dissipate. 

 

The material component for this spell is a small glass vial filled with water, which is thrown and shattered upon 

completing this spell.   

 



Sredair's Cloud of Clumsiness (by Modus) 

Conjuration (Creation) 

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 3 

Components: V, S, M 

Casting Time: 1 action 

Range: Medium 

Target: One existing "fog" or "cloud" type spell 

Saving Throw: Fortitude negates 

Spell Resistance: No 

 

This spell modifies any existing "fog" or "cloud" type spell (i.e. obscuring mist, fog cloud, stinking cloud, etc) and laces 

it with poisonous vapors which inflict clumsiness on beings within the cloud, turning the affected fog cloud a swirling 

shade of blue.   

Affected creatures must make a fortitude save or suffer 2 points of temporary dexterity damage.  This save must be 

repeated each round that the affected creature(s) remain within the laced cloud.  Creatures immune or 

resistant to poison receive the appropriate protection from this spell as well.   

 

Material Component: A tiny vial of ale/wine 

 

Sredair's Curse of the Clouds (by Modus) 

Transmutation (Polymorph) 

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 3 

Casting time: 1 action 

Range: Medium 

Components: V, S, M 

Target: 1 creature 

Duration: 1 day per caster level (d) 

Save: Will Negates 

Spell Resistance: Yes 

 

This spell forces an unwilling creature to assume gaseous form.  The creature gains all the benefits and penalties of that 

form (see the spell, gaseous form) with the exception that he cannot return to his solid state.  Only the expiration of the 

spell's duration of the will of the caster can return the creature to his solid state. 

 

Material Component:  a pinch of chalk dust blown towards the target 

 

Sredair's Evanescence (by Modus) 

Transmutation 

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 6  

Components: V, D 

Casting Time:  1 action 

Range: 30 feet 

Target: 1 or more willing creatures within 30 feet of the caster 

Duration: 1 minute per caster level 

Saving Throw: Will negates (harmless) 

Spell Resistance: Yes (harmless) 

 

Sredair Emaf, the adept of smoke and mists, created this spell in order to help himself and his allies escape from 

otherwise deadly situations, or to more easily infiltrate areas as a group. 

Upon completing this incantation the caster causes himself and several of his allies to turn into mists.  

The caster can affect himself and up to one other creature per 2 caster levels.  Only willing creatures can be affected by 

this spell.  Otherwise the effects of this spell are identical to that of the 'gaseous form' spell. 

 



Sredair's Fatal Fumes (by Modus) 

Conjuration (Creation) 

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 4 

Components: V, S, M  

Casting Time: 1 action 

Range: Medium 

Target: One existing "fog" or "cloud" type spell 

Duration: 1 round per caster level 

Saving Throw: Fortitude negates 

Spell Resistance: No 

 

This spell modifies any existing "fog" or "cloud" type spell (i.e. obscuring mist, fog cloud, stinking cloud, etc) and laces 

it with poisonous vapors which sap the very life from beings within the cloud, turning the affected fog cloud a swirling 

shade of black.  

Affected creatures must make a fortitude save or suffer 2 points of temporary constitution damage.  

This save must be repeated each round that the affected creature(s) remain within the laced cloud.  

Creatures immune or resistant to poison receive the appropriate protection from this spell as well.   

 

Material Component: A small poisonous mushroom 

 

Sredair's Magical Mist Mail (by Modus) 

Conjuration (creation) [force] 

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 5 

Components: V, S, M 

Casting Time: 1 action 

Range: Touch 

Duration: 1 minute per caster level 

Saving Throw: None 

Spell Resistance: No 

 

This spell causes whites mists to swirl and coalesce around the target, quickly solidifying into a weightless suit of white 

armor.  This armor provides several benefits... 

1) provides an armor bonus of +1 per 2 caster levels (to a maximum of +10) 

2) bestows fire resistance of 10 +1 per 2 caster levels (to a maximum of 20) 

3) bestows cold resistance of 10 +1 per 2 caster levels (to a maximum of 20) 

4) bestows lightning resistance of 10 +1 per 2 caster levels (to a maximum of 20) 

 

The armor bonus overlaps with any existing armor bonus (it does not stack).  As a force effect it is effective against 

attacks by incorporeal foes, however.  The Mist Mail is weightless and does not encumber the target of the spell in any 

way.  At the end of the spells duration the Mist Mail dissipates into the mists from which it came. 

The material component of this spell is a small vial of water, which is splashed onto the recipient of this spell. 

 

Sredair's Mezmerizing Mists (by Modus) 

Conjuration [Mind affecting] (Creation, Cloud Spell) 

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 4 

Components: V, S 

Casting Time: 1 standard action 

Range: Medium (100 ft. + 10 ft. level) 

Effect: Fog spreads in 20-ft. radius, 20 ft. high 

Duration: 1 round / level 

Saving Throw: will negates (vs. mesmerizing effect only) 

Spell Resistance: yes (vs. mesmerizing effect only) 

 

A bank of fog billows out from the point you designate. The mists are filled with twinkling motes of light that create a 

hypnotic pattern within the cloud.  The fog obscures all sight, including darkvision, beyond 5 feet. A creature within 5 

feet has concealment (attacks have a 20% miss chance). Creatures farther away have total concealment (50% miss 

chance, and the attacker can't use sight to locate the target).   

Creatures who fail their saving throw stand mesmerized by the twinkling lights and swirling patterns in the fog.  

Mesmerized creatures are considered dazed for the duration of the spell.  A dazed creature can take no actions, but has 

no penalty to AC. 

A moderate wind (11+ mph) disperses the fog in 4 rounds; a strong wind (21+ mph) disperses the fog in 1 round. 

The spell does not function underwater. 

 



Sredair's Morbid Mists (by Modus) 

Conjuration (Creation) [Mind affecting] 

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 4 

Casting Time: 1 action 

Components: V, S, M 

Range: Medium 

Area: A cloud of mists 20 ft high in a 30 ft spread 

Duration: 1 minute per caster level 

Saving Throw: Will negates 

Spell Resistance: Yes 

 

This spell calls forth a cloud of dark blackish mists which obscure vision in a manner similar to that of the 'fog cloud' 

spell, providing concealments to those within or behind the mists.  In addition, the mist is hallucinogenic and filled with 

swirling, haunting images and strange sounds.  Affected creatures within the mists or who enter the cloud must make a 

will saving throw or become shaken for the duration of the spell, even if they later leave the cloud (creatures with 3 hd 

or less become panicked). Creatures who make their will save are immune to this casting of the spell for it's full 

duration.  This effect is poison-based, thus creatures immune or resistant to poison gain the usual benefits of that 

ability.   

A moderate wind (11+ mph) disperses the fog in 4 rounds; a strong wind (21+ mph) disperses the fog in 1 round. 

 

Sredair's Puff of Smoke (by Modus) 
Conjuration (Creation) 

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 1 

Components: V, S, M  

Casting Time: 1 action 

Range: Close 

Area of Effect: A cloud of smoke in a 15 ft burst 

Duration: 4 rounds (special) 

Saving throw: None 

Spell resistance: No 

 

This spell creates a large puff of pitch black smoke that smells strongly of sulphur.  This small cloud of smoke obscures 

vision in a manner similar to the 'obscuring mists spell,' providing concealment to those within or behind it.  Also, 

creatures within the cloud suffer smoke inhalation.  A character who breathes the heavy smoke must make a Fortitude 

save each round (DC 15, +1 per previous check) or spend that round choking and coughing. A character who chokes for 

2 consecutive rounds takes 1d6 points of none-lethal damage.  The cloud dissipates quickly though, lasting a mere 4 

rounds before evaporating.  

Moderate winds reduce this time to 2 rounds, and stronger winds bring the duration down to a single round. 

 

The material component of this spell is a pinch of ash and sulphur, snapped between the caster's fingers upon casting. 

 

Sredair's Winds of Weakness (by Modus) 

Conjuration (Creation) 

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 3 

Components: V, S, M  

Casting Time: 1 action 

Range: Medium 

Target: One existing "fog" or "cloud" type spell 

Duration: 1 round per caster level 

Saving Throw: Fortitude negates 

Spell Resistance: No 

 

This spell modifies any existing "fog" or "cloud" type spell (i.e. obscuring mist, fog cloud, stinking cloud, etc) and laces 

it with poisonous vapors which sap the strength from beings within the cloud, turning the affected fog cloud a swirling 

shade of purple. 

Affected creatures must make a fortitude save or suffer 2 points of temporary strength damage.  This 

save must be repeated each round that the affected creature(s) remain within the laced cloud.  Creatures immune or 

resistant to poison receive the appropriate protection from this spell as well.   

 

Material Component: A belladonna leaf 

 



Steam Geyser (by Modus) 

Conjuration [fire] (cloud spell) 

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 3, Druid 3 

Components: V, S, M 

Casting Time: 1 action 

Range: Medium 

Area: 5ft radius geyser, 40ft high / 20ft diameter cloud, 20ft high 

Duration: Instant / 1 round/level 

Saving Throw: Reflex 1/2 damage 

Spell Resistance: Yes (dmg only) / none (vs. obscurement) 

 

This incantation causes a geyser of superheated water to erupt up from the ground.  Those caught within the geyser are 

scalded and burned, suffering 5d6 points of burning damage (a successful reflex save reduces this by half).  A cloud of 

scalding steam is also created by the geyser, billowing out from the origin point.  

Those within the cloud as the geyser erupts suffer 2d6 points of burning damage from the super-hot steam (a successful 

reflex save reduces this damage by half as well).  The cloud remains in the area even after the geyser erupts, obscuring 

the area as per the spell 'obscuring mists,' but inflicts no further burning damage. 

 

The material component for this spell is a small piece of mineral salt. 

 

Supreme Eyebite (by Dark Phoenix) 
Transmutation [see text] 

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 9 

Components: V, S 

Casting Time: 1 action 

Range: Medium [100ft. + 10 ft./level] 

Target: The character 

Duration: 1 round/four levels [see text] 

Saving Throw: See text 

Spell Resistance: Yes 

 

As the spell Eyebite, but with the following exceptions - 

The six versions of the spell are as follows - 

Feeblemind - Equivalent to the Feeblemind spell, except that the saving throw is based on spell level 9. 

Geas - Equivalent to the Geas/Quest spell. 

Curse - Equivalent to the Bestow Curse spell, except that the saving throw is based on spell level 9 

Immolate - The subject is engulfed in raw magical energy.  It takes 1d8 damage per two caster levels[maximum 10d8].  

Fortitude save for half damage. 

Hold - Equivalent to the Hold Monster spell, except that the saving throw is based on spell level 9. 

Banish - Equivalent to the Banishment spell, except that the saving throw is based on spell level 9. 

Any round in which the character doesn't use a gaze attack, he takes 1d8 damage as a portion of the spell's unused 

energy leaks into his system. 

 

Swarm of Blades (by Dark Phoenix) 

Evocation [Force] 

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 3 

Components: V, S 

Casting Time: 1 action 

Range: Long [400 ft. + 40 ft./level] 

Targets: Up to one creature per blade 

Duration: 1 minute/level 

Saving Throw: Reflex partial 

Spell Resistance: Yes 

 

Around the character appear numerous dagger-sized slivers of force. One blade forms for every caster level of the 

character.  Each blade inflicts 1d4+1 damage on a targeted creature unless it makes a successful reflex save, in which it 

only takes 1 point of damage.  The blades hover around the character and remain insubstantial until the character, as a 

free action, designates a target.  Once a target is chosen, the designated number of blades solidify and streak towards the 

intended victim. 

 



Temporal Transference (by Dark Phoenix) 

Transmutation 

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 9 

Components: V, S, F, XP 

Casting Time: 1 action 

Range: Personal 

Duration: Instantaneous 

Saving Throw: Will [see text] 

Spell Resistance: No 

 

Using his own life force, and potentially stealing years of life, a temporal transference allows a character to transfer 

knowledge back through time.  To successfully make the transfer without damaging himself, a Will save [DC 10 + 1 per 

minute of back time] must be made, otherwise the character is struck by a short term 'feeblemind' effect, lasting one day 

per caster level of the character and is aged however many years he failed the save by.  Knowledge gained by the spell 

essentially grants the character the ability to travel through time, though he is in truth only gaining memories of the 

future.  Enchantments and other long term spells effecting the character only remain in effect if they also effected his 

very marginally younger self.  Spell levels expended by the future self do not regenerate when he travels back in time to 

his past self. 

 

Components - 100 XP per minute of back time. 

Focus - A tiny crystal sand glass who's sand has been substituted with powdered diamond worth 1000 gp.  The 

character must have the timepiece on his person to receive the knowledge from his future self, otherwise the XP is 

wasted. 

 

Vampiric Haste (by Dark Phoenix) 

Necromancy 

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 7 

Components: V, S 

Casting Time: 1 action 

Range: Short [25ft. + 5ft./2 levels] 

Target: One creature 

Duration: 1 round/level 

Saving Throw: Fortitude 

Spell Resistance: Yes 

 

The victim of this spell must succeed at a Fortitude save or find himself encompassed in a black aura of chilled shadow.  

The character who cast the spell is placed under the effects of a powerful Haste effect, but with the following 

modifications; an extra free action each round, +8 AC bonus, doubled jumping distance, +2 Reflex save bonus, and an 

additional melee or ranged attack at the character's highest attack bonus.  The victim of Vampiric Haste experiences 1 

point of temporary constitution drain per round as his life energies are sapped to power the spell.  Death of the victim 

automatically ends the spells, as does a Slow spell heightened to 7
th

 level or higher.  A successful targeted Dispel Magic 

may also end the spell prematurely. Having no constitution scores, undead and constructs are unaffected by the spell.  If 

a character attempts to use it against such a creature, he must succeed at a Will save versus his own spell DC or have the 

spell's effects turned against him, empowering the intended victim with Vampiric Haste and inflicting ability damage 

upon himself. 

 

Wall of Destruction (by Dark Phoenix) 

Evocation 

 

Level: Sor/Wiz 9 

Components: V, S 

Casting Time: 1 action 

Range: Close [25ft. +5ft./2 levels] 

Effect: Wall 10ft. wide by 5ft. high or a sphere or hemisphere with a radius of up to 1 ft./2 levels 

Duration: 10 minute/level 

Saving Throw: Fortitude Partial 

Spell Resistance: Yes 

 

The character brings into existence a wall of pale emerald energy that mimics the effects of a disintegration spell as well 

as a Wall of Force.  Contact with the wall subjects an object or creature to disintegration unless a successful Fortitude 

save is made, in which only 10d6 damage is taken.  At the time of casting, the character designates which side of the 

wall will carry the disintegration effect.  The wall is immune to all spells with the exception of Mordenkainens 

Disjunction, which can dispel the wall's disintegration effect if it succeeds at a caster level check versus the creator of 

the wall.  If the disintegration effect of the wall is negated, a standard Wall of Force remains behind. 


